
More art. Less noise.

d&b Remanufacturing. 
Certified Pre-Owned System Packages

The CPO J-Series.



The d&b J-Series line array system established itself as a touring industry stand-
ard, suited to any style, genre or scale of event. Trusted globally, it is renowned 
for its transparent, detailed audio performance, extraordinarily smooth and even 
frequency response, and dynamic bandwidth - as well as its high power and 
headroom capability. 

The Certified Pre-Owned (CPO) J-Series System, including accessories such as 
rigging frames and ground stack frames, is remanufactured, factory certified,  
and shipped in original d&b packaging along with a two year warranty on 
remanufactured parts. 

Every CPO J-Series System comes with the latest generation and brand new 6 x 
D80 Touring rack assemblies CDA, with MC24 cabling standard and breakouts  
to NLT4. All new parts come with a five year warranty. On request the package 
can be expanded to include ArrayProcessing. 

What’s more, thanks to the extensive capabilities of the D80 amplifier, the pack-
age makes for an easier upgrade to the latest SL-Series Systems down the road. 

Ultimately, d&b Remanufacturing is a no compromise approach to extending the 
life of d&b systems, for the benefit of customers and the environment. Beyond 
their technical renewal, CPO packages also come with all the same services and 
support that accompany every d&b system, some of which include:

 d&b workshops, seminars, and video tutorials designed to help users utilize  
 and integrate d&b systems safely and efficiently - and achieve the best  
 possible sound every time 

 The d&b Finance-Series, created to make all d&b systems, including the
 CPO J-Series System, a more comfortable investment

 A worldwide service network, to ensure any future repairs are carried 
 out by a regional d&b Service Partner or d&b Subsidiary

The J-Series remanufactured.
Making new from old.

Remanufactured and ready to go.



d&b Remanufacturing. Inside and out.

All loudspeakers are dismantled and thoroughly checked. If necessary they are 
either repaired or given new parts.

The cabinets are reconditioned…

…and completely repainted with the original  
d&b topcoat.

Finally, the functionality of all technical components, 
such as drivers and crossovers, are tested according to 
original specifications as for new goods and replaced 
if necessary.



After remanufacturing.

d&b products are designed and manufactured for longevity. Nevertheless, 
years or even decades of touring can leave its mark.  

Example J8 cabinet
before remanufacturing.

Not new, but in good shape, smartly finished and with full functionality restored.



d&b audiotechnik takes its business responsibilities seriously. In 2018 d&b made 
the voluntary commitment to meet the requirements necessary for effective 
sustainability. Today the company participates in several initiatives promoted by 
Germany’s state of Baden-Württemberg and federal government, and operates in 
alignment with the 10 Universal Principles of the United Nations Global Compact.

Now the time has come to take the next step.

When designing new products, d&b has always relied on the finest quality,  
particularly durable materials, earning d&b systems a reputation for exceptionally 
high standards – long term. For this reason, d&b is happy to welcome systems 
back to the factory at the end of their hardworking life. 

Upon their return products are workshop tested and their surface finishes re-
stored. They are also upgraded to factory standards before meticulous quality 
checks ensure every component meets original manufacturing tolerances. This 
regeneration of products – making new from old – is d&b Remanufacturing.

Every step of this process is carried out carefully and thoughtfully by a dedicated 
team working in accordance with the definition for remanufacturing as stipulated 
by the British Standards Institute (BSI). 

In establishing a policy of remanufacturing d&b is able to use global resources 
more efficiently, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and leave a lighter impact on 
the consumption of raw materials. 

Making new from old is also another way d&b is able to support the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) adopted in 2015 by UN member states, and the 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Directive 2014/95/EU established by  
the European Union.

More information about the company’s Corporate Social Responsibility 
commitments, including EMAS and ISO 14001 certifications, can be  
found on dbaudio.com.

d&b Remanufacturing. 
A sustainable step forward.

UNTERZEICHNER 

www.win-bw.de
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